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Several contextual factors thus motivate the development of religious identity in a multicultural 

society1. Various studies have shown the importance that religious affiliation can play in the 

migratory experience. Although gender is not systematically taken into account in these analyses, 

they do provide information on the different logics involved2. 

 

There is a clear, positive relationship between religious participation and social adjustment3. 

Contrary to popular belief, for immigrants, religion enables better integration into the host country. 

Studies of the Korean Church4 and African Pentecostal Christians5 in particular have explicitly 

demonstrated its importance in the "difficult process of integration"6. A religious space - be it a 

temple, a mosque or a church - enables better transmission of learning and services offered to 

immigrants within the host society. It creates a community of sharing, while meeting needs for 

socialization, information, orientation and integration7. Religious practice and membership do not 

necessarily indicate a desire for non-integration into society. Attending sacred places does not 

imply a desire to reject the values of the host country and to close oneself into its customs. 

 

Several authors approach the question of religious identity among first- and second-generation 

immigrants as the result of identity recompositions played out during the migratory experience8, 

enabling immigrants to "renegotiate their place in immigrant societies"9. By the first generation of 
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immigrants, I mean people who have settled in a host country as adults. As for the second 

generation, they are either children of the first generation born in the host country, or children who 

arrived at a young age with their parents10. They mainly attended schools in the host country. 

Despite the abandonment of religious automatism or practices, or their reconfiguration11, the fact 

remains that, for most minority religious communities, religion is one of the most fundamental 

elements of their lives12, whether for the first or second generation. Certain rituals, such as the 

Sabbath, the rest day from Friday evening to Saturday evening, for Jewish communities13, and 

Ramadan, the month of fasting from sunrise to sunset, for Muslims14, continue to be important and 

do not seem to have changed or become obsolete. 

 

According to these studies, religion not only gives meaning to the migratory experience, but also 

helps to forge community links within religious spaces. The temple, the mosque and the ethnic 

church thus act as meeting places that go beyond the mere performance of religious practices; they 

present themselves as spaces where religious practice and community ties coexist, fulfilling 

important social functions for the first generations of immigrants15. The religious space appears as 

a multifunctional space that responds to a community logic, to a need to come together as a group16. 

It is not, therefore, an austere place in which only preaching on the requirements of religious 

practice is conveyed; it is above all a convivial space that lends itself to human interaction. 

Acknowledging this dimension of the religious place and, by the same token, of religious identity, 

helps to put into perspective the context in which bonds are forged within religious communities. 

What is at first sight a space for devotion is transformed into a space for gathering, recollection 

and exchange, which in some cases enables the social structure of the country of origin to be 

recreated17. This is what Annie Létourneau was able to observe in the Montreal Cambodian 
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Buddhist community, during field observations18. The same is true of the Sri Lankan community 

in Montreal, studied by Mark Bradley as part of his master's thesis19. Rahabi Bénaïche also 

observed how religious identity can be reactivated through the frequentation of places of worship 

among Algerian nationals, for whom religion represents a means of breaking their isolation20. 

Immigrant Muslim women also frequent the mosque to meet their peers21. 
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